
Half Life Plot

1. Year

2. State

3. Noun

4. Cool Name

5. Cool Name

6. Last Name

7. University Name

8. School Subject

9. Adjective

10. Noun

11. Adjective

12. Noun

13. Noun Plural

14. Location

15. Adjective

16. Adjective

17. Adjective

18. Noun Plural

19. Adjective

20. Noun

21. Last Name

22. Person

23. Person Possessive
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24. Adjective

25. Adjective

26. Noun Plural

27. Cool Name

28. Location

29. Person

30. Location Possessive

31. Adjective

32. Noun Plural

33. Person

34. Person Possessive

35. Noun

36. Noun

37. Verb Past Tense Modifying A Noun

38. Person

39. Noun

40. Location

41. Noun

42. Person

43. Noun

44. Person



Half Life Plot

The game is set during May Year in a remote area of State , USA at the Black Mesa Research

Facility; a fictional Noun that bears many similarities to both the Cool Name National

Laboratory and Cool Name 51.

Early in the morning, Dr. Gordon Last Name , a recent University Name graduate in theoretical

School subject , and also a recent employee at Black Mesa, goes to the Adjective Materials lab to

participate in an experiment that involves an alien Noun . After the test goes unexpectedly

Adjective , a phenomenon called Noun Cascade occurs and causes massive dimensional

Noun Plural , opening a portal between Earth and Location . Upon waking up, Gordon leaves the

test chamber and starts exploring the place. Soon, he finds out that the facility is infested with dangerous and

Adjective Adjective creatures. Arming himself, Gordon starts his journey to the surface.

As the situation escalates, Gordon finds himself caught between two opposing factions: the Adjective

Noun Plural , and the Adjective Environment Combat Unit, a military Noun dispatched to

cover up the incident -- including eliminating Last Name and the rest of the Black Mesa Science Team.

Throughout the game, a mysterious figure known as the Person regularly appears, apparently

monitoring Person Possessive progress with Adjective serenity. Adjective barely fights his

way through the facility and at one point even deals with the Black Ops soldiers sent to eliminate all the

scientists,



aliens and HECU Noun Plural . Cooperating with surviving scientists and security officers, Gordon

ultimately works his way to the mysterious Cool Name Complex, where a team of scientists teleports him

to the alien world Location , where he must destroy the Person , the creature keeping

Location Possessive side of the dimensional rift open.

After reaching the alien dimension and fighting hordes of different Adjective Noun Plural ,

Person manages to reach the portal that takes him to person possessive chamber. After a

challenging battle, the scientist gains the upper hand and finally destroys the Noun . As the

Noun explodes, Gordon suddenly gets verb past tense modifying a noun .

Upon gaining his senses back, Gordon sees the mysterious Person that he has encountered multiple

times throughout his journey in Black Mesa. Speaking in a strange manner, the man says he is impressed by

Gordon's deeds and his Noun . Claiming Location to be under "their" control, G-Man comments

that he has recommended Gordon's services to his employers, and that now he wishes to offer Gordon a

Noun . Finally, Person makes Gordon choose between accepting the offer by jumping into the

Noun and fighting a battle with no chance of survival. After a brief moment, Person steps into

the portal, thereby accepting the job.
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